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The bombs had clone a lot of damage. Enemy fighters had attacked

some of the raiding force, but had been driven off. They themselves

had sighted no opposition* They asked us to have a drink*

They said: "Our job those days is unspectacular* It would be more

interesting if we started react strafing and bombing again* The

squadron did a great job in Sicily when it eras on that kind of work."

It had.

On a board, in the operations room, was a summary.

This single .Australian squadron's contribution to the Sicilian

victory is interesting* Here to it is: Destroyed two ships over 1,000

tons, including one believed/be an 8,000 tonner; damaged two others*

sunk 20 barges, damaged five; destroyed 46 motor vehicles, including
33 loft blazing, damaged 126; damaged four marshalling yards,

destroying much rolling stock, caused six fires, seven explosions,
hit two storage dumps; damaged two bridges, one jetty; knocked out

throe gun positions destroyed tore seaplanes on the water, shot doom

one enemy fighter, damaged three in combat; shot up enemy, ton killed,

many wounded; damaged storage tanks; blocked many roads
*

This in

addition to escorting bombers* Susan bagged an enemy fighter*

Visiting the squadron later, squadron loader J.J,P.Bartle,

Waroonaite, in Western Australia, told me they/been concentrating

on bomber escort work, strafing railway yards but they had destroyed
11 motor vehicles and damaged 90, sunk a schooner and four barges in

addition to smashing up warehouses, stores and railway engines*

Altogether a formidable total.

As soon as the campaign ended they found time to visit practically

every part of the island and they are proud of the fact that in the

island where beer is almost unobtainable their staff work enabled

them to find beer for every man of the squadron* With the American

squadron they bought the whole contents of a Catania merchant* s store -

Munich boor at 2s,6d* a bottle* The squadron's beer bill was £865

end £530.

In addition they discovered several vats of draught beer abandoned

in Messina, which they siphoned into jerry cans with a fire hose* The

quantity was not alarming* Hundreds of thirsty men take some

satisfying* Of the war the men spoke calmly and quietly as of a routine

job. Of boor hunting exploits they spoke eagerly, enthusiastically*

Dor them harassing the enemy is a comparatively easy job, in which they

are thoroughly export* dotting a drink of anything else but wine in this

island is an exploit. There will be no more parties now until the

mainland job is finished*
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